Abstract. Current Semantic Web technologies provide a logic-based framework for the development of advanced, adaptive applications based on ontologies. But the experience in using them has shown that, in some cases, it would be convenient to extend its logic support to handle vagueness and imprecision in some way. In this paper, the role of vagueness in the description of Web user interface characteristics is addressed, from the viewpoint of the design of adaptive behaviors that are connected to such descriptions. Concretely, vague descriptions combined with quantified fuzzy rules and flexible connectors are described, and their usefulness is illustrated through preference modeling, filtering and adaptive linking scenarios.
Introduction
The vision of a Semantic Web [4] has recently attracted the attention of researchers coming from various disciplines. The essential element of that vision is the provision of meta-information for Web resources, in a machineunderstandable form, so that it can be shared and processed by automated tools, thus enabling a new generation of 'intelligent' applications. Consequently, both (a) a lingua franca for annotation, and also (b) a number of consensual terminologies are required to guarantee a common understanding of such metainformation. Description Logics (DL) [2] and formal ontologies expressed using them [11] have been proposed as the response for requirements (a) and (b) respectively [3] . In the last decade, a substantial amount of theoretical and applied research regarding DL has been carried out [2] , resulting in logics bearing a good compromise between expressive power and computational complexity. Nonetheless, since the publication of McCarthy's seminal papers on epistemological problems -see, for example, [17] -, any problem of artificial intelligence (AI) is considered to comprise an epistemological part, and a heuristic part. The former is concerned with the representation of facts about the world as are available to us, while the latter is concerned with the algorithms required to make AI computations feasible. Therefore, despite the heuristic appropriateness of current DLs to many common problems, it still remains necessary an inquiry about its epistemological adequacy for the kinds of knowledge that should be encoded in Semantic Web applications.
Here we are mainly concerned with the epistemological adequacy of Semantic Web applications, with regards to vagueness as a human categorization characteristic [18] . More concretely, previous experiences [8, 16, 19, 9] have lead us to consider vague categories as an essential problem component in user modeling and adaptation regarding characteristics of human's perceptions of Web user interfaces. These aspects include descriptions of Web user interface (UI) elements -like for example, sizes, density, granularity and link structure -, not directly related to the content (i.e. the meaning) of the page. This characteristic makes UI descriptions domain-independent, and in consequence, of a wide applicability, orthogonal and complementary to annotations regarding content description or authorship. In addition, these UI descriptions are important both for the representation of user models and to express adaptation rules. For example, user preferences regarding granularity may be expressed as "user U prefers long descriptions", where long represents a fuzzy subset defined on the length (measured in words, for example) of content items, and a rule like "if student is novice then provide him with simple explanations" enables adapting the density of explanation items using the imprecise simple category. It may be argued that collapsing these kind of vague concepts into discrete enumerations (e.g. {very long, long, medium, short, very short} for Web pages) could solve the problem from a practical perspective. But previous research on membership elicitation of simple Web characteristics [9] provides evidence against such claim, since elicited fuzzy subsets for a given category are neither regular in function shape, nor equally spaced in the domain of definition. In addition, some adaptive hypermedia technologies [6] are adequate for partial truth-transfer inferencing. For example, one of the most typical link navigation adaptive technologies is link annotation. If the attribute of the link to be adapted is of a variable nature like font size (or font color), a rule with a consequent part like "change font-size of link L to large" may produce different "large" fonts according to the degree of activation of some fuzzy antecedent. The concept of personalized fuzzy links [21] are a different formulation for that concept of imprecise adaptiveness. Previous research have addressed the integration of vague concepts into crisp description logics [25, 26, 12] , resulting in what can be called fuzzy description logics (fDL). Retrieval of multimedia objects [24] and electronic commerce [12] have been mentioned as application areas for fDLs. In this paper, we describe vagueness in UI descriptions as a component of a Semantic Web application, with the objective of providing a framework for adaptation. A number of useful imprecision handling mechanisms that can be integrated with DL are described, without the aim of studying their formal logical properties, that are left to future work. The motivation for those mechanisms is of a practical nature, and consequently, concrete examples we have faced with are provided as well.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a general framework for the vague semantic description of adaptive Web user interfaces is sketched. Section 3 illustrates the applicability of such models for concrete adaptive techniques. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are provided in Section 4.
Vagueness in Adaptive, Semantic Web Interface Models
The concepts of Adaptive Web [7] and Semantic Web can be considered as two perspectives of the same vision of a prospective Web. While the former one focus on tailoring a hypermedia space to the heterogeneity of user goals, knowledge and interests, the latter one takes a broader view, concentrating on the availability of shared knowledge representations and a common technological support for the development of advanced applications -including adaptive ones-. From here on, we'll follow the assumption that both research areas will converge in the future, and therefore, DLs, perhaps extended or combined with other paradigms, will form the basis of Adaptive-Semantic Web sites. In addition, we take the ALC F H fuzzy description logic described in [12] (which in turn is an extension of the Fuzzy-ALC defined in [25] ) as a point of departure for the discussion of practical aspects of vague semantics in user interface descriptions. In ALC F H , concepts are expressions that describe, by means of roles, the properties of a set of individuals. Given that C and D are concepts, M is a concept modifier, and R is a role, we have the following syntax rules:
The semantics of ALC F H are based on the following interpretations, where η M is a membership modifier (this category is intended to model fuzzy hedges like V ERY or F AIRLY ):
A (fuzzy) knowledge base Σ is the union of a finite set of fuzzy assertions Σ A (often called "A-box") and a finite set of fuzzy terminological axioms Σ T (often called "T-box"). Terminological axioms are either fuzzy specializations A≤B or fuzzy concept definitions A=C. Fuzzy assertions take the forms summarized in expression (1), where n ∈ [0, 1). For example, u : V IP ≥ 0.8 may be interpreted as "user u belongs to the VIP user group to an extent greater or equal than 80%", and (u, p) : interestedIn ≤ 0.3 may be interpreted as "the interest of user u in product p is lower or equal than 30%".
Given the above definitions, the model of an adaptive hypermedia application can be logically described by means of ALC F H as a knowledge base including the main elements that comprise the common architecture of such systems [27] , extended to cope with imprecision in its principal constructs [22] . The main components of such architecture for a given system AH can be summarized in the four elements denoted in (2) .
The hypermedia model (HM) describes the structure of the hypermedia application (Web applications are a concrete form of them), including contents, nodes and links. The domain model (DM) describes the vocabulary that is used for each concrete application, for example, an online bookstore will provide descriptions for books or CDs, while a educational Web application will have a DM including the concepts that are intended to be taught. The user model contains the description of the users and user categories of the application. Finally, the adaptation model -which is of a different nature to previous one -contains the description of the adaptive behaviors that must be carried out, in terms of the other models. It should be noted that expression (2) is only significant for ease of understanding, since the four models are actually tightly integrated. For example, preferences about books are a relationship traversing DM and UM, and adaptive behaviors in most cases tailor elements in the HM to information in UM and possibly also in DM. All the (sub-)models in (2) -with the possible exception of AH, that usually includes also rules or procedural formalism -can be described by a ALC F H knowledge base Σ AH . In the rest of this section, three concrete manifestations of vagueness that arise in the just described Adaptive-Semantic Web Model are described. For brevity's sake, we'll describe the concepts or relationships pertaining to the above models as they appear in the examples provided below. It should be noted also that, although the focus of this paper is on imprecise descriptions of user interfaces, these manifestations also apply to many cases of content description.
Vague Facts as Automated Assertions
Asserting facts according to the syntax in expression (1) may be unpractical in many situations. Membership functions of vague categories are a way to express fuzzy degrees of belonging that can be used instead. These membership functions can be obtained from experts as approximations, or they can be obtained directly from users, by mean of existing membership elicitation techniques [5] . In the context of Web applications, a number of factors influencing the overall usability of the page have been studied [14] , including amount of text, number and type of links and images, color use and page length. These characteristics can be modeled from user studies as collections of linguistic labels, as described in [9] .
Given that membership functions are defined on a concrete (crisp) type of elements 1 , we can state that the assertion of an instance may entail the immediate generation 2 of k other assertions belonging to predefined vague categories
Each µ j will have as domain of definition one or several discrete or continuous characteristics of the given type of instance B, that is, they will take the form µ c j :
with x : C and being each f j (x) a function transforming one or several primitive-type characteristics (e.g. relations from C to Integer) of a element belonging to C. For example, Figure 1 shows an approximation (using gaussian functions g(x) = e −(
2 ) for the resulting membership functions short, medium, long and very-long (from left to right) described in [9] . These functions express the human understanding of the linguistic characterization of Web page length categories, for example, µ LongP age :
given that x : W ebP age and f l : C → N (defined on the domain of lengths in pixels). This way, the assertion of an instance u : W ebP age = 1 will produce four automatic assertions corresponding to each of the functions in Figure 1 (like, for example, u : Long = 0.6 ). Many user interface related descriptions -including granularity, sizes, semantic density and number of links or images -should be describe this way, since they qualify as imprecise human cognitive categories according to [18] . These functions may also be n-dimensional, for example, a category µ GT F : f #w (x) × f #cwc (x) :→ [0, 1] may map word counts and column word counts to a degree of belonging to category of "well text-formatted" Web pages.
From the viewpoint of ALC F H , these automatic assertions do not entail semantic changes, but enable a nice alternative to the built-in hedges η M described above. This alternative is that of introducing a explicit term M C instead of introducing C, and relying on the logic-based interpretation of modifier M . In some cases, this enables being consistent with existing elicitation studies that question the validity of some "classical" hedges. For example, the V ERY hedge is usually represented simply as
2 , while several experimental studies (summarized in [5] ) report a shift in the membership function.
Integration of Fuzzy Rules with Quantifiers
Rules can be combined with description logics enabling forms of hybrid reasoning [1] . Conventional fuzzy rules and well-known fuzzy inferencing mechanisms can be integrated with ALC F H in a straightforward manner. But fuzzy quantified rules entail a consideration for the cardinality of concepts that is not realized in interpretations of DLs as the above described I. A fuzzy quantified rule can be denoted syntactically in two basic forms, absolute and relative, expressed respectively in (3) and (4). Absolute quantification refers to a single concept like in "many long pages", while relative quantification represent a proportion like in "most long pages are dense". Zadeh' σ−count operator [29] is one of the possible operationalizations [10] of fuzzy quantification, that we'll use here for simplicity,
Details of the application of quantifiers to adaptive hypermedia can be found in [19] .
One possible way of integrating quantified expressions in languages like ALC F H is treating the result of the quantification as an special assertion. In the absolute case, that assertion has the general form Q : D = k , where D is the concept expression being quantified and k the (current) compatibility grade with quantifier Q similar to an instance assertion. In the relative case, two similar assertions, Q : C D = k and Q : D = k , where C is the base concept expression, so that rules can compute the relative count from them.
For example, we can formalize the concept involved in quantified rule 1 as ∃belongs.{x} 3 , given that x : W ebSite = 1 and belong is used to determine the pages in a site. Then, for a given definition of quantifier M AN Y -usually a concrete S-shaped function -an "special" assertion like:
M AN Y : ∃ belongs.{x} = 0.6 may be produced (automatically or on demand). This case operates on a crisp set, but vague set expressions of arbitrary complexity can be used instead, for example, the assertion matching the antecedent of rule 2 can be represented as M AN Y : Long LOvercrowded ∃belongs.{x} = 0.4 .
Example Rule 1 if Web Site X has many pages then "some corrective action"

Example Rule 2 if many of the Web pages of Web Site X are long and link overcrowded then "some corrective action"
A relative quantified expression like "most short pages are dense" may be expressed as the pair of assertions M OST : W ebP age Long Dense = 0.4 and M OST : W ebP age Long = 0.6 . Since W ebP age is a crisp category, it's used as a filter for both expressions.
Flexible Modes of Conjunction
The conjunction of two concepts in ALC F H is interpreted as the t-norm min. This entails a concrete mode of "pessimistic"computing in which, for example, a user belonging to two concepts as u : A = 0.4 and u : B = 0.8 result in u : A B = 0.4 . This behavior can be reasonable for many cases, but there exists concrete situations in which they produce inadequate results from the epistemological viewpoint. One of this cases is that of concepts or relations that are measured or estimated from others in an imprecise way. This is the case of the measure of usability of a given Web page (i.e. an hypermedia node) p : W ebP age = 1 that may be provided as a metadata item inside the HM. If we use a simple automated usability analysis approach [13] to obtain estimations of the usability of Web pages from quantitative indicators, a possible rule contributing to such inference may be the following:
Example Rule 3 if page is homepage and page is readable then "some conclusion"
Assuming that the estimation Readable≡¬V eryLong ¬Dense has been defined, the antecedent of rule 3 requires the evaluation for each given page of the ALC F H concept expression as A ≡ ¬V eryLong ¬Dense HomeP age. Let's see a concrete example. If we have the assertions: Σ a = { p : HomeP age = 1 , p : V eryLong = 0.1 , p : Dense = 0.25 } following the interpretation I described above, the maximum degree of the antecedent M axdeg(Σ a , p : A ) is 0.75. The problem with this result is that it's not fully consistent with expert judgments. Expert studies point out that more complex aggregation operators are required in computing belonging to concepts that are estimated rather than defined intensionally through properties. As an illustration, the example just sketched was subject to a limited study with four usability experts that resulted in a set of experimental data comprising average estimations for concrete cases in the form of mappings x 1 x 2 → y, being x 1 and x 2 two concrete degrees (0 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 · 2 ≤ 0.1 · 3 · · · ≤ 1) for "not very-long" and "not dense", and y the estimated appropriate resulting value. Comparing the data set with standard t-norms and t-conorms (min-max, probabilistic and Lukasiewicz), a situation like the one depicted in Figure 2 results in better adjustment properties. The rationale behind such aggregation operator design is that for lower values of both V eryLong and Dense (i.e. high values of ¬V eryLong and ¬Dense, delimited around the 0.7 frontier), some compensation takes place, while for higher values for both of them, the default pessimistic approach is more appropriate. The other two quadrants in Figure 2 Uninorms [28] are a family of commutative, associative and monotone aggregation operators that allow such forms of compensation, having a neutral element laying anywhere in the unit interval. As such they are good candidates to generalize interpretations of conjunction and disjunction for specific cases of imperfect concept characterization. Of course, the introduction of these kinds of more flexible conjunctions as part of the DL require an analysis of its logical properties that is left to future work. It should be noted also that similar settings may appear in the case of disjunctions.
Applications of Vague UI Categories to Adaptive Behaviors
In this section some concrete applications that illustrate the concepts described in the previous section are briefly sketched, namely, preference modeling, information filtering problems, and imprecise adaptations on the navigational structure.
Preference Modeling
Preferences about UI-related descriptions can be modeled from the representations described in the previous section. These preferences may be stated in a general way as assertions in the form (u, c) : likesGranularity = 0.8 where u is a user of the system u : U ser = 1 , and c may be a content, node (or any other form of UI element description), which can be expressed as the assertion u : Content N ode U IElement = 1 in a generic way. Once again, storing assertions for the whole cartesian product of users and elements may be unpractical in many situations, specially for large relations stored in databases (see [20] ). We have devised an straightforward approach to granulate preferences, consisting on the representation of user preferences as related to prototypical instances representing vague categories. This way, the preference (u, large − c i ) : likes = 0.7 states that the given user likes large granularity content items to the given degree. Then rules like example rule 4 may operate on those descriptions, ultimately combining two membership mappings.
Example Rule 4 if user likes large content items and current content is c then "some conclusion"
The computation will proceed by taking the degree of preference to large concepts (0.7 following the above example), and combining it with the degree of compatibility of the content under consideration with the vague granularity category Large (say 0.6). Then, some kind of aggregation operator (possibly flexible like the one described in the previous section) must be used to obtain the final preference. This approach may also be combined with other linguistic label aggregation operators like those described in [16] , and quantified fuzzy expressions can be used also to estimate preferences as described in the same paper. For example, the rule "if most contents read by the user are short then his preference for fine granularity items is very high" can be used as an heuristic for the implicit collection of preferences.
Information Filtering
Imprecise preference models like those just described can be used to implement personalized filtering functions acting on UI-related criteria like those described in [16] . The abstract overall form of a filtering function is expressed in 5, where U denotes the set of users, and O denotes the set of the objects (in our case, information items or contents) to be filtered, resulting in a set R of pairs comprised by an information item and its given relevance degree. Other contextual factors (i.e. the subject of the page being read) may be added to the expression, but they're content-related, and thus out of our current scope.
Preferences can be used as filtering criteria, so that relevances may be obtained by computing P (ui,oi) = p∈pref (ui,oi) p for a given object o j , where pref (u i , o i ) is a set containing the values of the grades of the assertions in the form (
if the more compact representation (i.e. the prototypical exemplar version) is used. Once again, the choice for the aggregator of preferences requires further study to be reasonable from the user viewpoint. This form of computing relevances calls for a very specific storage format for preferences, to avoid retrieving all the database of objects. One possible approach may be that of storing the likesX predicates as fuzzy relations in compact α-cut format [20] thus obtaining a O(m+m·log m) complexity, being m the number of relations likeX from u i having significant degrees, and provided that the relations are sorted in m · log m by object to enable the computation of the final degrees in a single pass.
These UI structure-based filtering criteria can be used as a second or complementary filter, combined with content-oriented imprecise filtering expressed in fDLs, like the one sketched in [24] .
Adaptive Linking
Hypermedia links create relationships between two or more addressable items or contents with a concrete semantic or rhetoric intention. If that intention is made explicit, it can be used by the hypermedia system to provide the link with adaptive presentation, hiding or rearranging for specific users [6] . In consequence, ontologies of link types may serve the purpose of codifying common link intentions in a formal way (e.g. as a taxonomy of link types derived from a Link concept). But a given node n i can be connected by link L to a number of destination nodes n j with varying degrees of strength, as described in [21] . For example, an DetailLink may be linked with an strength of 0.8 to a full explanation of a content item, while having a link of strength 0.3 to a brief explanation. This way, the navigation structure itself becomes fuzzy, and imprecise relations can be used to implement diverse adaptations of the UI, e.g. sorting destinations by degree, or filtering only the most relevant ones. In [21] , the concept of fuzzy link was proposed as a model for such interface elements, expressed in (6), where S and T are the sets of sources and targets (addressable entities), respectively, U is the set of users, and Λ is a set of membership functions.
The integration of this kind of elements in a ALC F H -like language can be carried out according to the following approach. First, links are assertions of link types subsumed by Link in HM . Commonly, the intention of a link is fully determined, so that assertions will be in the form l 1 : AnalogyLink = 1 for example. A given link will specify as sources or targets a number of nodes of contents also in the HM . These can be expressed as fuzzy or crisp assertions regarding relations, for example: (l 1 , n 1 ) : source = 1 , (l 1 , n 2 ) : target = 0.8 , and (l 1 , n 3 ) : target = 0.3 . This entails a model of imprecise hypermedia structure. Personalization can be added in several ways. The simplest approach is the direct assertion of compatibility degrees of links to users, but in common cases, degrees will be computed from established mappings like (7) , in which a function of the assertion denoting the (imprecise)density of the resource is combined with a function of the assertion regarding knowledge level of the user with the source s to give a degree of compatibility of the link with the user (and where
Then, rules using fuzzy assertions may be used to carry out adaptations. Rule 5 describes a typical example.
Example Rule 5 if the type of the link is ArgumentLink and the link (here) is compatible with the user then font-size of the link is big and font-family of the link is Verdana
Example rule 5 provides two antecedents. On the one hand, the type of the links for which the rule is applicable is matched against assertions in the form l : ArgumentLink = 1 . On the other hand, the mention of the compatibility grade entails a partial match of the degree of the link. This entails a consideration of the context (i.e. sources, destinations and the current user) of the link usage, by using a predefined function definition in the form µ P : Σ U M,DM,HM → [0, 1] as the one provided in expression 7. In addition, two kind of consequents are provided in rule 5. The second is crisp in nature and will simply change the font type of the anchor (given that an activation threshold is reached), while the first one produce different changes depending on the activation strength. The resulting assertions make reference to personalized links (or better, link appearances), that can be denoted by U i Link≡Link ∃tailored{u i } for user i. This way, the above rule may trigger, for example, the following two assertions: (l, verdana) : f ontF amily = 1 and l : LargeF ontSized = 0.7 given that l ∈ U i Link is the (tailored) link under consideration. The second assertion will entail a (reverse) automated assertion of the actual size in 'picas' obtained from an existing concept definition of LargeF ontSized similar to those showed in Figure  1 . The just described approach can be used also to model the compatibility of users with sequences or links (paths) in the navigational structure, as a possible implementation of graph-based Web structure mining results [15] .
Conclusions and Future Work
Providing handling mechanisms for vagueness in Semantic Web UI descriptions enables approximate adaptive behaviors that can't be properly addressed with the standard crisp semantics of DLs. This fact and the imperfection inherent to common Web user profiling techniques [23] point out the necessity of treating fuzziness as a first-class citizen in personalized Web applications. In consequence, further research should address the integration of fuzzy DLs in the common architecture of adaptive systems. The manifestations of vagueness described in this paper have been implemented in diverse scenarios, and our current work is on integrating them under a common fDL framework.
